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Collections [1830].
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Column [1372, 1373]. Columns [562].


Communications [1745]. Commutativity [1426]. Compact [132, 2283, 1076, 462].


Compatibility [2100, 1319, 1320].

Compatible [2087, 50]. Compendium [2892].


Component [2481, 2485, 1342, 1343, 2415]. Component-based [2481, 1342, 1343].

Componential [1699, 1700]. Components [1588, 1589, 1623, 34, 801, 1852, 2077, 1576, 1254, 378, 2078, 218, 163]. Composable [2597].

Composing [2682, 2754, 1697, 2690].
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[1898, 279]. Context-insensitive
[1194, 1195]. Context-Sensitive
[987, 988, 1192, 1193]. context-sensitivity
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TECHNOLOGIES
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Tenth [2884]. Term [2204, 2569, 2789].

Terminable [940]. Terminal [2221, 2490, 2220]. Terminals [2342].

termination [159]. Terminology [1648].


there [375]. Thermodynamics [957]. Thin [2003]. Third [2859, 1376, 1065, 2860].


Threading [1142, 52, 1141]. Threads [632, 1519, 1854, 969, 188, 1520, 2713, 1453].


TIL [1438]. Tile [1221]. Tiling [1851, 2291, 1734, 2772].


time-critical [2537]. time-efficient [2751, 2404].

time-triggered [1337].

Time/Run [1533]. timed [300, 301, 2714].

timestamps [902]. Timethread [1071, 1072]. Timethread-Role [1071, 1072]. timing [189, 1334, 1336].

tips [1479, 1357, 1405, 1926]. Titanium [2487].

Title [883, 1873, 2111]. TkGofer [1786].


TOBEY [1160]. Together [1412, 1413].

Token [2149, 2148]. Too [2362]. Tool [1078, 2454, 1412, 1366, 2340, 1189, 2044].
1143, 1181, 206, 1120, 205, 1413, 57, 1333, 43, 2829, 767, 332, 1337, 1182, 2320, 230, 495, 501, 1338, 1166, 1226. **Toolbox** [1036, 1934, 1479, 1919, 1879, 1494, 1357, 1405].

**Toolkit** [8, 1933, 415, 862, 863, 844, 1934].

**Top-down** [244, 1791, 147, 490, 952].

**Top** [244, 1791, 147, 490, 952]. **Top-down** [244, 147, 952]. **Topics** [1044]. **topological** [898, 899]. **Topology** [2133, 2659].

**Torgerson** [1168]. **Toronto** [2857]. **Total** [2710, 2540]. **Tour** [1606]. **Towers** [2254].

**Trace** [422, 2742]. **Trace-and-Replay** [422]. **Trace-based** [2742]. **Tracing** [995, 2367, 2583, 2268, 897, 2232]. **Track** [2305]. **Tracking** [1752]. **Tractable** [1274].

**Trade** [2121]. **Trade-Offs** [2121]. **Tradeoffs** [1739]. **trailing** [999]. **Training** [1050].

**Traister** [1167]. **Trampolined** [2365].

**Transactions** [18, 2368, 558, 409].

**TransBase** [339]. **transfer** [2405, 2126, 2431, 1086, 1107, 882].

**Transform** [2287]. **Transformation** [1619, 1905, 1628, 1136, 1330, 1904, 2686, 516, 2619, 376, 2710, 2532, 315].


**Transformers** [1348, 2719]. **Transforming** [1900, 778, 779, 1899]. **transforms** [2775].

**Transition** [1400, 419]. **translated** [138].

**Translating** [1382, 2771]. **Translation** [1586, 2129, 1587, 1677, 92, 2377, 553, 547].

**translations** [2568]. **translator** [457, 2597, 1414, 1415].

**Translators** [2125, 1383, 2683]. **Transparent** [2351, 2383, 2704, 2703]. **transparently** [322]. **Transport** [1282]. **Trap** [1099, 1100, 2653]. **trap-based** [2653].

**Trap-driven** [1099, 1100]. **Traveling** [2051].

**traversals** [1777, 2393]. **treadmill** [463].

**Treating** [531, 145, 46, 1033]. **treatment** [2724]. **Tree** [2256, 1366, 981, 2180, 2682, 2255, 2596, 475, 2726, 2065, 2675]. **Trees** [1299, 1154, 100]. **trellis** [70, 571]. **Trends** [1354, 2301]. **Tribute** [2046]. **triggered** [1337]. **Trip** [276]. **trivial** [2424]. **TRS** [2362]. **true** [220]. **Trust** [2836].

**Truth** [564, 563]. **Tse** [451]. **Tunable** [603].

**Tuning** [6]. **Tuples** [2103]. **Tupling** [1777].

**Turing** [623]. **Turtle** [231]. **Tutorial** [2650, 1038]. **Twentieth** [2857].

**Two** [719, 263, 1969, 472, 1717, 800, 277, 151, 107, 108, 1944, 2056, 2057, 1697, 469, 123, 286, 287, 245]. **Two-directional** [107, 108].

**Two-Level** [719, 263, 800]. **Two-valued** [151]. **TX** [2903]. **typability** [2372, 2546].


**type** [1206, 1890, 2820, 2810, 2830, 1822, 800].

**type-assignment** [2595]. **Type-Based** [1989, 2377, 2430, 2850, 1760, 2395, 1206].

**Type-dependent** [112, 113].

**Type-Directed** [2162, 1891, 1438, 2746, 2422, 2378, 1890].

**Type-driven** [1763, 1762]. **Type-Erasure** [2189]. **Type-Precision** [2004]. **Type-safe** [2848, 341]. **type-safe-definitely** [2797].

**type-specific** [72]. **Type-Theoretic** [1048, 1049, 2662].

**Typechecking** [1046, 847].

**Typed** [2849, 1572, 2380, 2748, 2190, 2174, 2571, 2633, 115, 2685, 1761, 518, 2655, 295, 296, 848, 571, 2828, 2524, 2805, 365, 2625, 2827, 2667].
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1. Table 5 (page 124):
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2. Table 9 (page 125):
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   and delete the comment.

3. Table 10 (page 125):
   for \( \text{fill}(-k, "0") \)
   substitute \( \text{fill}(-k-1, "0") \)
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